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In Collective Courage, Jessica Gordon Nembhard chronicles African American cooperative

business ownership and its place in the movements for Black civil rights and economic equality. Not

since W. E. B. Du Boisâ€™s 1907 Economic Co-operation Among Negro Americans has there been

a full-length, nationwide study of African American cooperatives. Collective Courage extends that

story into the twenty-first century. Many of the players are well known in the history of the African

American experience: Du Bois, A. Philip Randolph and the Ladies' Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of

Sleeping Car Porters, Nannie Helen Burroughs, Fannie Lou Hamer, Ella Jo Baker, George Schuyler

and the Young Negroesâ€™ Co-operative League, the Nation of Islam, and the Black Panther Party.

Adding the cooperative movement to Black history results in a retelling of the African American

experience, with an increased understanding of African American collective economic agency and

grassroots economic organizing. To tell the story, Gordon Nembhard uses a variety of newspapers,

period magazines, and journals; co-opsâ€™ articles of incorporation, minutes from annual meetings,

newsletters, budgets, and income statements; and scholarly books, memoirs, and biographies.

These sources reveal the achievements and challenges of Black co-ops, collective economic action,

and social entrepreneurship. Gordon Nembhard finds that African Americans, as well as other

people of color and low-income people, have benefitted greatly from cooperative ownership and

democratic economic participation throughout the nationâ€™s history.
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â€œThe word â€˜pathbreakingâ€™ should not be used casually, but this is, in fact, a pathbreaking

book. There is nothing like it. Jessica Gordon Nembhardâ€™s study of Black cooperatives opens a

door on a critical aspect of Black history in general and cooperative history in particularâ€”a door

very hard to open, given the challenges and difficulties with records and sources. What she has

found behind the door is subjected to inspiring yet tough-minded analysis. The long trajectory of

development Gordon Nembhard describes and the direction she illuminates offer profoundly

important guidance as we enter an era of increasingly difficult economic and political

challenges.â€•â€”Gar Alperovitz, Lionel R. Bauman Professor of Political Economy, University of

Maryland, author of What Then Must We Do? Straight Talk About the Next American

Revolutionâ€œCollective Courage is an important addition to the body of work examining efforts to

achieve economic development by African Americans. This book represents the culmination of

Jessica Gordon Nembhardâ€™s long-standing and pathbreaking research in this area. The

publication of Collective Courage will be warmly welcomed by scholars and community activists

searching for development strategies that circumvent increasingly globalized predatory economic

networks. The historical and contemporary examples of cooperative ventures discussed in the book

will unquestionably serve as useful models for pursuing sustainable approaches to community

development.â€•â€”James B. Stewart, The Pennsylvania State Universityâ€œJessica Gordon

Nembhard's excellent book provides a refreshing antidote to the straitjacket on our imagination of

better ways to organize our economic lives. Our economic lives can be both just and productive.

Gordon Nembhard cogently demonstrates that black cooperative models offer a non-utopian route

toward meeting both goals.â€•â€”William Darity Jr., Duke Universityâ€œCollective Courage makes a

very strong case for the historical and continuing importance of cooperatives as a strategy for

African American economic, social, and political development. Given the emphasis on pooled

resources, cooperative economic development is an approach that gets around the constraints of

limited wealth among African American individuals and families. Moreover, this volume clearly

demonstrates that cooperatives have â€˜joint outputsâ€™â€”that is, in addition to producing a

particular good or service, a cooperative frequently produces other valuable social services, civic

involvement, leadership development, and managerial expertise that is transferable to activities

beyond the particular cooperative enterprise. Jessica Gordon Nembhard concludes that

cooperatives have been successful in the past and also present the opportunity for expanded

self-reliance in the future.â€œThe originality of this book is substantial. I am unaware of any similar

work. This volume shows that Gordon Nembhard is a leading scholar on the role of cooperative

economic development activities among African Americans. This well-organized text will be useful to



general interest readers, undergraduate and graduate students, policy makers, and

practitioners.â€•â€”Patrick Mason, Florida State Universityâ€œThough the cooperative movement in

the United States is one of the largest in the world, it is routinely ignored or marginalized by

observers, particularly in the academic world. This book, based on years of multidimensional

research in many sources by Jessica Gordon Nembhard, fills a particularly glaring gap in our

understanding of that movement. It carefully documents how many African Americans have

explored the cooperative option over the years, in the process making a major contribution to the

fields of cooperative studies and African American studies.â€•â€”Ian MacPherson, University of

Victoriaâ€œIn her inspiring book Collective Courage, Jessica Gordon Nembhard has compiled the

most complete history to date of the cooperative economic struggles of African Americans from

early times until now. Following in the profound footsteps of W. E. B. Du Bois, she has illuminated

the historical roots of African American economic cooperation and thus made a vital contribution to

the knowledge so badly needed today for African Americans and all people to come together in

mutual aid and, by their common efforts, rise above all economic obstacles.â€•â€”John Curl, author

of For All The Peopleâ€œ[A] fascinating history of African American cooperatives.â€•â€”Bernard

Marszalek, CounterPunchâ€œCollective Courage is truly a book to be celebrated and not merely

reviewed. A book to read and re-read, one that gives voice to a long neglected and embattled

history, and which can contribute massively to new and far more democratized and humane forms

of social and economic life than those to which we are accustomed or resigned.â€•â€”Len

Krimerman, Grassroots Economic Organizing (GEO) Newsletterâ€œWith the 'free market'

increasingly predatory toward poor and working poor people, seeking to turn poverty itself into a

profit center, Jessica Gordon Nembhard's book couldn't be more timely. If cooperative economic

arrangements have any future we must first learn their vital past.â€•â€”Adam Haslett, In These

Timesâ€œ[Collective Courage is] full of suggestions and lessons that can be used by any group

seeking to empower itself through cooperative organization. The range of concepts coveredâ€”from

the Antigonish method of development, the needs of cooperative development and the impact of

co-ops on community developmentâ€”gives the book applications well beyond the badly needed

African-American cooperative history.â€œ. . . The history of African-American cooperative practice,

as documented in this volume, clearly demonstrates how a group of oppressed people, in the face

of pain and grief, persisted relentlessly to provide themselves economic independence, and political

freedom, but also, thankfully, a model, and lessons of development, inclusion and diversity that can

benefit all of us.â€•â€”Thomas W. Gray, Rural Cooperatives Magazineâ€œThis elaborate historical

portrait of the cooperative movement in the African American community is an important academic



reference. Nembhard articulates a business model rooted in the values of a community, which will

resonate well with those who work to create community-centered enterprises. To do so, the author

delves into the past of the movement that generated this model, documenting the historical

experience of a community working hard to create an economic base to support long-term growth

and social mobility. The book illustrates how social structures and deliberate acts frustrated or

destroyed early attempts to create this economic base rooted in the community's values, and it also

extends this historical chronicle to the present to help readers understand why the economic base

of the community is still so fragile. For those wishing to turn back the page of history to explore

collaborative, community-based economic development, this book will offer a window of insight, a

template for action, and a framework grounded in African American culture and values. â€˜Lift as

you climb,â€™ a traditional phrase reflecting one of these many values, serves as a powerful call to

readers for past and future community empowerment and growth.â€•â€”B. P. Corrie, Choiceâ€œThis

work encourages readers to view African American economic and political history through a new

lens. Information from primary source materials provides a unique perspective on a critical but

underexamined aspect of African American resistance to economic arrangements that have created

and perpetuated racialized disparities in wealth and points out that this resistance began well before

the Civil War.â€•â€”Amanda Tillotson, Social Service Review

Jessica Gordon Nembhard is Associate Professor of Community Justice and Social Economic

Development in the Department of Africana Studies at John Jay College, City University of New

York.

Excellent book, with an tremendous amount of excellently researched history. Considering my

difficulties in accessing such information for Latinos this is an extremely important contribution to the

history and politics of black political and economic power. I recommend this to anyone who is

interested in thinking about poltics beyond voting or civic engagement and wants to move into how

Blacks attempted to build economic power historically

Product was delivered on time and in great shape, I found this book to be of a great help to me, lots

of info and history of black owned co-ops and reasons why black people should use this kind of

system, If you're looking for away to help your community, I recommend this bookCollective

Courage: A History of African American Cooperative Economic Thought and Practice



Very resourceful, but the text should be just a little larger. It is well researched and written

I thought the boo was very enlightening.

An incredibly important book with comprehensive research.

the margins in the book are offset (uneqal) the words are tiny. I can't believe they charged $35 for

this book. IT's ghetto.
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